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Paramak - geometry creation
Parametric geometry creation for fusion reactors
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Motivation
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Facilitate automated design iteration by removing workflow bottlenecks

Allow reproduceable models to be made exactly the same everytime

Diagram of 

design

CAD created 

manually via 

GUI

CAD geometry 

created

CAD geometry 

cleaned
Analysis
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Model decomposition
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Spherical reactor

single and double null

Submersion blanket reactor

single and double null
EU DEMO reactor 

(working progress)
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Hierarchy of objects
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Parametric

shapes

Parametric

components

Parametric

reactors
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Features – shapes
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Straight Spline Circle Mixed

Extrude

Rotate
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Extrude Straight Shape
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Extrude Spline Shape
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Extrude Circle Shape
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Extrude Mixed Shape
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Rotate Straight Shape
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Rotate Spline Shape
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Rotate Circle Shape
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Rotate Mixed Shape
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Extrude - distance
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distance/2 distance/2

2D profile
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Rotation – rotation_angle
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Spherical reactor from 

a Process radial build

Spherical reactor with 

submersion blanket 

from a modified 

Process radial build

STEP Strawperson v1.

What can we make with basic shapes
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Customising the shape families
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Placement angle(s)
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Boolean cut
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Boolean multi cut
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Changing workplane
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YZ

XZ
XY
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Parametric shapes
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Wrapping shape classes 

parametric shapes
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Long, complicated code

Shorter, simpler code
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Parametric components – center colum

shields
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CenterColumnShieldPlasmaHyperbola()

CenterColumnShieldHyperbola()

CenterColumnShieldFlatTopHyperbola()CenterColumnShieldCylinder()
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Parametric components - blankets
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Parametric components - Inner TF 

coils
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InnerTfCoilsCircular() InnerTfCoilsFlat()
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Parametric components – TF 

magnet coils and cases

Official - Sensitive - Commercial 27
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Parametric components – PF 

magnet coils and cases

Official - Sensitive - Commercial 28
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Parametric components – plasmas

Official - Sensitive - Commercial 29
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Parametric components – divertors

Official - Sensitive - Commercial 30
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Model examples
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Spherical reactor 

coloured by component
Submersion reactor 

coloured by component
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Model examples
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Spherical reactor 

coloured by component
Submersion reactor 

coloured by component
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The Paramak provides convenient methods for making shapes and 
shape envelopes but more importantly it returns a CADQuery object.

The CADQuery object can be further shaped to the users needs, this 
example shows surface selection and filleting, but many CAD 
operations can be applied.

Shape alterations
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Allows methods to be applied to a collection of shapes

Reactor class
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Impact of geometric parameters on neutronics metrics
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Connecting Paramak geometry to Ansys for 
engineering analysis (PyAnsys in this example)

Example workflows
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Example connecting Paramak geometry to neutronics

(DAGMC and OpenMC in this example)
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Minimal neutronics demonstration
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Documentation
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• Built automatically with each push to the 

Github develop branch

• Installation instructions

• Description of arguments for each class

• Available online www.paramak.readthedocs.io

https://paramak.readthedocs.io/
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Software development practices
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Automated Circle CI

and docker based tests

Code coverage reports 

produced automatically

Autobuilding documentation 

hosted on ReadTheDocs

Package available 

via pip install

Automated Dockerfile 

building on dockerhub

Gitflow branching

model

https://circleci.com/gh/ukaea/paramak/tree/develop
https://codecov.io/gh/ukaea/paramak
https://paramak.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://pypi.org/project/paramak/0.0.1/
https://hub.docker.com/r/openmcworkshop/paramak_dependencies
https://github.com/ukaea/paramak/network
https://github.com/ukaea/paramak/network
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Installation
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Assuming you have Conda and Pip then the install is easy.

conda install -c conda-forge -c paramak


